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1. Abstract 

A microgrid (MG) provides promising option for future electricity generation by 

incorporating electricity generation from non-conventional or renewable energy sources. The 

share of electricity generation from renewable sources is increasing rapidly in the grid or MG. It 

is mainly due to the depletion of conventional energy sources, increasing cost of these sources 

and growing environmental concern. Amongst various renewable energy sources, photovoltaic 

(PV) has emerged as one of the most potential energy sources to provide clean energy. However, 

increased penetration of PV sources has also given rise to several challenges. One of these 

challenges is reactive power management through the PV inverters. 

Usually, the PV inverters are operated to exchange mainly active power with the main grid. 

However, the PV inverters do have the capability to exchange the reactive power with the grid or 

microgrid. Several studies have focused on the reactive power control through PV based 

inverters. However, often the impact of the variable active power from the PV array on the 

available reactive power margin is ignored. It may lead to overloading of the inverters or 

unequal utilization of the resources.  

In this research, reactive power sharing algorithms are proposed which takes into account the 

variable nature of the active power available from the PV based DGs and then distributes the 

reactive power amongst the various DGs based on the available reactive power margins. The 

algorithms proposed as ‘Equal Apparent Power’ assigns the reactive power amongst the DGs 

having identical ratings in such a way that the gap amongst the utilization factors of these 

inverters decreases. However, it is observed that the order in which the reactive power is 

allocated amongst the inverters, affects the standard deviation of the utilization factors of the 

inverters. Hence, the algorithm is further modified and proposed as ‘Equal power sharing with 

least standard deviation’ (EAPS-LSD) to take into account the order in which the reactive power 

is allocated amongst DGs having identical ratings. Another algorithm proposed as ‘Proportional 

apparent power sharing with least standard deviation’ (PAPS-LSD)’ assigns reactive power 

amongst the inverters of un-identical ratings to achieve the equal utilization of the inverters. The 

algorithms are evaluated against other approaches like equal reactive power sharing and optimal 

reactive power sharing algorithms in terms of their capabilities to obtain the best solution that 

gives the least standard deviation of utilization factors of the inverters. 

In the islanded mode, the inverter based DGs are usually operated as controlled voltage 

source where the conventional droop-control scheme is usually employed for sharing of active 
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and reactive power. The load is shared amongst energy sources in proportion to their ratings 

using the fixed droop coefficient. The scheme suffers from the issue of ineffective utilization of 

the resources (source, inverters, energy storage etc.) when performance of some sources are 

dependent on environmental conditions. A modified droop-control strategy is proposed for a 

microgrid comprising of photovoltaic (PV) based distributed generators (DG) operating in 

parallel with other DGs in this work. The modified droop sets the frequency reference such that 

the PV sources operate at their maximum power point and the energy demanded from the 

auxiliary source is restricted to the minimum. Also proper distribution of reactive power 

amongst the inverters is obtained through the PAPS algorithm, which ensures equal utilization of 

inverters thereby preventing overloading or underutilization of DGs. However, the mismatch in 

impedance may still affect the accuracy of power sharing. A control scheme based on the 

principle of virtual impedance and use of arctan function for the droop control is also presented 

to overcome this limitation. 

2. Brief description on the state of the art of the research topic 

The reliable operation of PV based MG system is presents certain challenges. The major 

challenges are voltage–frequency regulation, power sharing amongst various PV sources, power 

flow control, and effective utilization of inverters as well as optimizing the system cost [1]. 

These challenges are of different kind and require different control on timescales. To achieve 

these objectives, hierarchical control architecture is reported based on primary, secondary and 

tertiary control [2]-[5]. The fastest primary control helps in maintaining voltage and frequency to 

nominal values. It includes active and reactive power control to avoid circulating current 

amongst the DGs. The secondary control compensates voltage and frequency deviations cause 

by primary control. On the slowest timescale, the tertiary control manages power transfer 

between MG and main grid by operating optimal power sharing algorithms.  

The primary control consists of voltage and current control loops. It is implemented in active-

reactive power (P-Q) mode or voltage-frequency (V-f) control mode [6]. In P-Q control, active 

and reactive powers are controlled to maintain predetermined power reference values. The 

references for active and reactive power for each inverter are commanded by MGCC to control it 

as a controlled current source [7]-[9]. It also includes DC link voltage control loop which 

regulates inverter output current and maintains DC link voltage. For PV inverters the active 

power reference required for the P-Q control is obtained from maximum power point tracking 

(MPPT) algorithm. Thus, as active power supplied through the inverters of PV based DGs 

depends on power extracted from PV array under given environmental conditions, it is possible 
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to control reactive power delivered by DGs in order to get maximum power transfer capability of 

MG [10].  Thought the reactive power control through PV based DGs can help in supporting the 

reactive power demand of the load and/or the grid to certain extent, it requires due attention as it 

may lead to circulating currents, increased losses, overloading of inverters etc. [11]. The task of 

accurate active and reactive power sharing becomes more challenging when several PV based 

DG sources are operating in parallel with the grid, especially under conditions like miss-match 

in impedances, rapidly varying irradiations, load transients etc. Further, the reactive power 

injection is constrained by the available margin with the inverter, local load requirement and/or 

the grid regulations [12] - [14]. 

Various reactive power sharing strategies reported in the literature are mainly classified as, 

centralized (with communication link) and decentralized (without communication link). The 

centralized reactive power management algorithm addressed in [15] takes into account the 

apparent power limit of the inverter and the active power available and shares reactive power 

proportionally amongst the inverters such that their overloading is avoided. However, unlimited 

storage is considered to achieve the power balance. In [16] optimal reactive power sharing 

strategy (ORPS) is proposed for multiple PV inverters. ORPS control aims to achieve maximum 

power transfer capability of the entire system by assigning reactive power to each inverter in 

proportion to the active power delivered by the inverter. As a result inverter associated with the 

PV array receiving more irradiance has to provide more reactive power than the inverter with a 

PV array receiving lower irradiance (or a PV array which is partially shaded). This results into 

ineffective utilization of the inverters. Unlike ORPS, equal reactive power sharing [ERPS] 

control presented in [17] shares reactive power equally amongst the inverters. Thus, as the 

reactive power is equally shared by the inverters irrespective of the active power supplied by 

them, it leads to unequal utilization of the inverters.  

The decentralized control, which operate without communication link for active and reactive 

power sharing is mostly obtained using droop control strategy. In conventional droop control, 

power sharing is achieved by active power/frequency and reactive power/voltage droop 

characteristic. The load is shared amongst energy sources in proportion to their ratings using the 

fixed droop coefficient [18]-[19].  However, the accuracy of sharing of active and reactive power 

among the DGs controlled by the conventional droop control approach is highly dependent on 

the value of line impedance, R/X i.e. resistance to reactance ratio of the line, voltage setting of 

inverters etc. In order to achieve accurate proportional power sharing for the conventional droop 

control scheme, the per-unit output impedances of all inverters operated in parallel should be 
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equal [20]-[22]. If this is not met, then the voltage set-points Ei are not the same and errors 

appear in the reactive power sharing. Reactive power sharing approach presented in [23] focuses 

on effect of unequal line impedance on reactive power sharing. To overcome the error in power 

sharing introduced by the line impedances, unique active–reactive power-frequency-derivative 

(PQFD) droop control scheme is introduced. Besides the minimum error in power sharing 

amongst PV generators, the controller also ensures seamless transitions between the two 

operating modes of MG. However the effectiveness of control approach is not analyzed for 

operation of PV generators under various irradiation conditions. 

Further, the frequency and the voltage set points in the conventional droop method are mainly 

determined by the load and it ignores the variation in P due to the intermittent and uncertain 

nature of the energy source. Modified droop approaches are reported by considering the dynamic 

PV characteristic for power sharing. In [24] voltage based droop controller (VFD) is defined to 

integrate renewable sources for power sharing. It requires additional controller for dc link 

balancing which is obtained by Vg/VDC droop controller. In [25] dynamic droop load sharing is 

proposed, wherein the insensitivity of the conventional droop control is modified by 

incorporating dynamic droop parameters. However, PV source is not operated at the MPP and its 

effectiveness for various load conditions is not explored. 

Various reactive power sharing methods reported in [26]-[30] also deal with one or the other 

issues related to the droop control, impedance mismatch, complex impedance,  voltage-

frequency control etc. with respect to the reactive power. However the feature of reactive power 

sharing (considering active power delivered by PV) is not fully explored in the literature. Hence, 

it is desired to explore further into this area of reactive power sharing as well as the active power 

sharing amongst the DGs of the MG where operations of some of the DGs are constrained by the 

environmental conditions. 

3. Objective and Scope of work 

The objective of the research is as follow: 

To investigate the various issues related to reactive power sharing in the microgrid comprising 

of PV based distributed sources and hence, to devise a control strategy for the distributed 

generators which can share the reactive power based on the available margin (rather that the 

nominal capacity).Further the control scheme must ensure effective utilization of the inverters 

used for interfacing DGs, effective utilization of the PV sources and minimum storage 

requirement besides providing the capability to operate in grid-connected and islanded mode, 

To achieve these objectives, the scope of work includes: 
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1. To study, model, simulate and evaluate a microgrid operation in grid connected mode 

and islanded mode. 

2. To investigate the issues with the conventional and some other control strategies reported 

in the literature in sharing the power amongst the sources in a microgrid comprising of 

PV based DGs. 

3. To devise reactive power sharing algorithm for the DGs of identical and unidentical 

ratings to achieve the objectives mentioned above. 

4. To define a parameter for comparison of the new power sharing algorithm with the 

control schemes and to evaluate these methods for various loads and/or environmental 

conditions. 

5. To evaluate the effect of mismatch in the line impedances on reactive power sharing and 

to minimize the error. 

4.  Original contribution by the thesis 

The main contributions by the thesis are 

1. Modeling of MG is carried out to investigate issues related to active and reactive power 

transfer in various operating modes. 

 Active-reactive power (P-Q) control strategy is employed in grid connected mode to 

transfer desired active and reactive power.  

 Voltage and frequency regulation (V-f) strategy is applied in islanded mode to achieve 

stable islanded operation. 

 Control strategy ensures proper transition between these two modes. 

2. Reactive power sharing algorithms are developed that takes care of the active power 

variations in the output of the PV based DG sources and shares the reactive power based 

on the remaining capacity (margin available) of the associated inverters. These algorithms 

ensure better utilization of inverters and prevent their overloading. 

 Equal apparent power sharing algorithm (EAPS) is developed and analyzed with 

Matlab/ Simulink for PV based MG system having DGs/inverter of equal rating. It 

tries to attain nearly equal utilization of the inverter capacities.  

 Modified EAPS algorithm is presented (referred as EAPS-LSD where LSD stands for 

least standard deviation). It incorporates the loop to identify the best possible order of 

assigning the reactive power to the inverters. It reduces the standard deviation of 

utilization factor of the inverters. 
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3. EAPS and EAPS-LSD does not work well with DGs of unidentical ratings. Hence, 

Proportional apparent power sharing algorithm (PAPS-LSD) is proposed which shares 

reactive power in proportion to the available apparent power rating of the inverters of 

unidentical ratings. The effectiveness of the algorithm over other methods is also 

demonstrated. 

4. The above algorithm is combined with the droop-control principle to offer a modified 

droop control method. The proposed control scheme introduces dynamic droop coefficient 

in active power vs. frequency (P-ω) droop and reactive power vs. voltage (Q-V) droop. 

The effectiveness of modified droop control method is studied by analyzing its 

performance with conventional droop control methods. 

5. Reactive power sharing is highly affected by mis-match in line impedances. The effect of 

line impedance mis-match can be minimized by using virtual impedance and the 

bandwidth can be improved by incorporating arctan function. The control method 

incorporating these features is presented and the improvement in the performance over the 

conventional method is highlighted through the simulation results obtained through 

Matlab/Simulink. 

 
5. Methodology of Research, Results / Comparisons 

 
Reactive power management for several PV based DGs operating in parallel is a challenging 

task as the available reactive power capacity of each DG depends on the environmental 

conditions and may vary continuously. To solve this issue, reactive power sharing algorithms are 

proposed and evaluated in this research. The proposed algorithms not only help to avoid the 

overloading of the inverters but try to operate the inverters at nearly same apparent power rating 

to ensure equal utilization of the inverters. 

5.1 System Configuration and Inverter Control  

Fig.1 shows the system configuration considered for evaluation of the proposed reactive 

power sharing algorithms. The microgrid comprises of four identical DGs that along with the 

main grid (or a relatively stiff source) supply the local loads. Each DG unit consists of PV as a 

primary energy source, a three phase inverter and an LC filter. The DGs are connected to the 

PCC through a transformer which is not shown in Fig.1 for the sake of simplicity. The 

impedances Zoi, where ‘i’ represents ith DG, takes into account the impedance of interfacing 

inductor, the impedance of cable and isolation transformer. Active and reactive power 

management task is performed by MGCC unit using low bandwidth communication links. 
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Fig. 1 Basic microgrid system configuration 

Fig.2 shows detailed schematic diagram of control scheme for DG1 source shown in Fig.1 

Resistance (R1), inductor (L1) and capacitor (Cf1) represent line and filter parameters. The 

voltage Vdc1, across capacitor C is maintained at a desired voltage, Vdcref1 by a voltage control 

loop. To maintain this voltage constant it is ensured that the power obtained from PV array, 

PPV1is entirely transferred to the grid side. Phase locked loop (PLL) used for grid 

synchronization provides desired angle (δ) for abc to dq frame transformation.P1ref and Q1ref are 

used to generate required current references id1ref andiq1ref for the current control loop. The 

current control loop finally determines the modulation indices for PWM gate drive. 

 

 
 

Fig.2 Control scheme of PV inverter 
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5.2   Reactive power sharing algorithms 

 Active and reactive power references in control circuit shown in Fig.2 are set by MGCC. 

Active power reference is obtained from dc link voltage control loop based on available PV 

power whereas, reactive power reference is obtained from proposed reactive power sharing 

algorithms. The reactive power sharing algorithms proposed in this work are briefed in the 

following sub-sections. 

5.2.1 EAPS-LSD Algorithm 

The proposed EAPS-LSD algorithm takes into account the effect of environmental conditions 

on the active power generated by the DGs and accordingly assigns reactive power references for 

the inverters after computing the available capacity of the inverters. The principle of the 

proposed method is described using four inverters. If PT is the total active power generated by 

the PV arrays and QL is reactive power demand of the load, than the required apparent power 

(ST) to be handled by the inverters is 

22
LTT QPS   (1) 

Fig. 3(a) shows the case when the PV arrays PV1 through PV4 receive uniform irradiation and 

hence, all the DGs generate equal active power. In order to equalize their apparent powers, the 

reactive power must also be the same. As a result, the magnitude and phase of apparent power of 

inverters 1 through 4 (S1 through S4) are same as shown in Fig. 3(a) and aligned with the vector 

ST. Hence, the resultant apparent power handled by all the DGs is equal to the algebraic as well 

as the arithmetic sum of S1 through S4. 

  
(a) (b) (c) 

 
Fig. 3 Sharing of apparent power(a) Uniform PV irradiation (b) Non uniform PV irradiation (c) Non uniform 

irradiation with change in sequences of inverters 
 

Fig. 3(b) represents the case when the PV arrays PV1-PV4operates with different irradiations. 

As the active powers generated by the arrays are different, the inverters must supply different 
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reactive powers such that their apparent powers are same. Accordingly, the inverter-1 must 

provide one-fourth of the total apparent power (i.e. ST/4). However, the active power associated 

with it is P1 which is less than PT/4. Hence to provide active power P1 and to achieve S1 = ST/4, 

the inverter must provide reactive power Q1 which can be obtained as 

2
i

2

T
1 P

4
SQ 






  

 
(2) 

This results into change in the operating power factor of inverter-1 as, vector S1 is no longer 

aligned with vector ST. Hence, the remaining apparent power that inverters 2 through 4 must 

handle is represented by vector STnew. As a result other three inverters are controlled to share the 

remaining apparent power equally (=STnew/3). Hence, the reactive power that inverter-2 must 

supply is accordingly obtained as  

2
2

2

2 3
PSQ Tnew 






  

(3) 

Similarly, the reactive powers Q3 and Q4, that inverters 3 and 4 must supply, and hence their 

apparent powers S3 and S4, can be computed. 

It is observed that (for the same values of active powers) if the sequence for reactive power 

calculation is selected differently (say Q2, Q3, Q1 and Q4), the values (and orientation) of S1, S2, 

S3 and S4 are different as shown through figs. 3(b) and 3(c). Thus, the order (sequence) in which 

the reference reactive powers for the inverters are obtained significantly affects the apparent 

power sharing. This principle is implemented using a program, which incorporate main 

algorithm along with a subroutine. The flowchart for the control algorithm is shown in Fig.4.Fig. 

4(a) shows the process of evaluating various permutations of scheduling of the inverters while 

Fig. 4(b) shows a subroutine, which calculates desired reactive power references for the inverters 

for given permutation. 

The main algorithm computes the ݊ × ݉  matrices Pperm and Sperm which represent the n 

possible permutations for active power and nominal apparent power of the m inverters, 

respectively. Pperm is derived from PMPP, which comprises of elements PMPPi that represents the 

active power of ith DG. Similarly Sperm is derived from SiN, where SiN is the nominal apparent 

power rating of ith inverter. For each permutation j, the subroutine is called to determine the 

reference reactive powers Qij for the inverters (i=1,2,…,m).For simplicity, Pi and Si are the 

variables introduced for Pperm(j,i) and Sperm(j,i) respectively. 

),( ijPP permi   (4) 
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),( ijSS permi   (5) 

22
iiNi PSQ   

(6) 

Hence, the total active power (PT), reactive power (QT) and apparent power (ST) are represented 

by (7)-(9), respectively. 





m

i
iT PP

1

  (7) 





m

i
iT QQ

1
 

 (8) 

22
TTT QPS   

 (9) 

])1[( imSS Tnew   (10) 

 

Here, Snew represents the remaining apparent power that i-1inverters must share after allocation 

of apparent power to ith inverter. If Snew ≥SiN, the reference apparent and reactive powers are set 

as SiN and Qi respectively, for the inverters that do not satisfy (11). 

iNnew SS   (11) 

The remaining active and reactive powers to be delivered by remaining inverters are modified by 

subtracting already assigned values to the inverter. The remaining active power (PTn) to be 

supplied and reactive power demand to satisfy (QTn) is derived as shown in (12), and (13), 

respectively. 







1

0

i

i
iTTn PPP  where 00 P  

 
(12) 

          






1

0

i

i
irefLTn QQQ  where 00 refQ

 
 
 

 

(13) 

Accordingly, the apparent power (Sinew) that ith inverter must supply can be obtained by (14) 

 imQPS TnTninew  )1(/22  
(14) 

Hence, the reference reactive power for the ith inverter (for jth permutation) can be obtained as 

22
iinewij PSQ   (15) 

 Utilization factor (UF) for ith inverter is expressed by (16).  

iN

inv
i S

iSUF )(
  

  
(16) 

The process is repeated for all the permutations and the best possible option is identified based 

on the least standard deviation (SDmin) of the utilization factors of the inverters. 
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Fig.4 Flowchart for the proposed equal apparent power sharing approach (a) Main program (b) Subroutine 

Standard deviation (SD) for the utilization factors of the inverters is represented as  

   






m

1i

2meanUF)i(UF
1m

1SD
  

(17) 

where, UFmean is the mean value of UF for all inverters. Initially, the SD is set to high value 

(SDmin = 1000) and updated continuously in process of search of the best option having the least 

standard deviation. The permutation index for the permutation having the least SD i.e. SDmin is 

finally used to assign the Qref to m inverters in the order 1 through m. 

5.2.2 Simulation results and analysis for EAPS-LSD 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the above control strategy, microgrid system shown in 

Fig.1along with the control scheme shown in Fig.2 is simulated in MATLAB/Simulink. The 

performance of the proposed approach is also evaluated for different solar irradiation conditions 

against three control approaches: ORPS [19], ERPS and EAPS. The results are analysed on the 
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basis of vector diagram drawn from tabulated data obtained from algorithms for uniform 

irradiation and unequal irradiation. The parameters considered for evaluating the performance of 

the algorithms using the system of Fig.1are mentioned in Table I. 

TABLE I 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

Nominal  power rating of  DG1 (S1N)-DG4((S4N) 500 kVA 
Grid voltage L-L RMS (Vg), Frequency (f) 415V, 50 Hz 

Line parameter (Z01=Z02=Z03=Z04) L=100µH,R=2.07mΩ,Cf =2500µF 
Load1 19.2MVA at 0.78 power factor lag 

No of  PV inverters (m) 4 

Fig.5 shows the vector diagram representing the power shared by each inverter for uniform 

irradiation. All the PV arrays receive similar irradiance and generate equal active power 

(400kW). Hence, the reference reactive power assigned to all the inverters is same (150kVAR) 

and all the inverters operate at same power factor (0.936). The UF for the inverters and SD are 

0.854 and 0, respectively. The results are similar irrespective of the control approaches. 

For unequal irradiation conditions, active power generation by PV arrays PV1-PV4 are 

400kW, 350kW, 250kW and 400kW respectively.The graphical representation of power shared 

is shown in Fig. 6. It is evident that S1-S4 vectors for ORPS method are once again aligned with 

the ST vector. However, for EAPS and EAPS-LSD, they are no longer aligned with the ST vector. 

Further, it is observed that the order/sequence in which the reactive powers are allocated results 

into different orientations of S1 through S4. Table II shows the power sharing for the three 

control approach OPRS, EAPS, and EAPS-LSD. With the ORPS control the inverter-3 operates 

with the least UF of 0.54 while inverters 1 and 4 have UF of 0.87. Against this the maximum 

and minimum UFs for EAPS are 0.84 and 0.77, respectively. The gap further reduces for EAPS-

LSD where the maximum and minimum UFs are recorded as 0.82 and 0.77. As a result the SD is 

minimum (=0.019) for EAPS-LSD against 0.029 and 0.154 observed for EAPS and ORPS, 

respectively. 
 

  
Fig. 5 Power sharing in uniform irradiations Fig. 6 Power sharing for unequal irradiations 
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TABLE II 
UF of DGs WITH ORPS/EAPS/EAPS-LSD CONTROL ALGORITHM 

ORPS algorithm 
Inv. No. (i) P

i
 Q

iref
 S

i
 UF SD PF 

1 400 171 435 0.87  
 

0.15 

0.92 
2 350 150 381 0.76 0.92 
3 250 107 272 0.54 0.92 
4 400 172 435 0.87 0.92 

EAPS algorithm 
1 400 0 400 0.80  

 
0.029 

 

1.00 
2 350 169 389 0.77 0.90 
3 250 300 390 0.77 0.64 
4 400 131 421 0.84 0.95 

EAPS –LSD algorithm 
1 400 100 412 0.82  

 
0.019 

 

0.97 
2 350 202 404 0.80 0.86 
3 250 298 389 0.77 0.64 
4 400 0 400 0.80 1.00 

*Pi, Qiref  and Si are in kW, kVAR and kVA respectively 
 

5.2.3 PAPS-LSD Algorithm 

The algorithm discussed in previous section (5.2.1) (EAPS-LSD) operates all the inverters to 

supply equal apparent power, thereby leading to the equal utilization of the inverters. However, 

the algorithm works effectively only for inverters of equal rating and shows mismatch in 

utilization when the inverters ratings are not same. This limitation is overcome by PAPS-LSD 

algorithm. The algorithm assigns reactive power required amongst the inverters in proportion to 

their apparent power ratings i.e. named as PAPS-LSD. The principle (PAPS-LSD) is described 

using vector representation shown in Fig. 7 

 
Fig. 7 Vector representation of PAPS Approach 

 
The total desired apparent power (STD), total reactive power capability available QT and the 

total apparent power capability of system ST are expressed as (19) and (20) respectively. 
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2
L

2
TTD QPS  (18) 

)(
1

i

m

i
T QQ 



  
 
(19) 

22
TTT QPS   (20) 

Hence, the reference apparent power (S1ref) and reactive power reference Q1ref for the inverter-1 

are obtained by (21)-(22) respectively. 

TD
T

1N
1 S

S
S

refS  
(21) 

2
1

2
11 PSQ refref   

(22) 

As observed from Fig. 7,vector S1ref is not aligned with STD and hence, the remaining apparent 

power STDnmust now be supplied by inverters 2-4. Inverter-2 must be assigned reference 

apparent power S2ref expressed by (23) 

TDn
Tn

N
ref S

S
SS  2

2  
(23) 

where STnis the total of nominal apparent power ratings of the remaining inverters and 

represented by (24) 

2
1

2
1 )()( QQPPS TTTn 

 
(24) 

On the similar lines, the reactive power references for the inverters 3 and 4 are computed. 

5.2.4 Simulation results and analysis for PAPS-LSD 

 The proposed algorithm is compared with ORPS approach [20].The line parameters are 

considered same as Table I, only nominal ratings of the DG1-DG4 are changed to 350kVA, 

400kVA, 450kVA and 500kVA respectively. Two cases: (i) PV source with unequal power 

generated and (ii) One of the DG unable to deliver active power, are considered for evaluation of 

PAPS-LSD algorithm. 
Case (i): PV sources with unequal active power generation 
 

In this case all PV arrays PV1-PV4 generate unequal active powers of 200kW, 300kW, 

350kW and 400kW, respectively during time interval t=0 to 1 sec. Active powers delivered by 

the inverters are shown in Fig. 8(a). Fig. 8(b) shows that for ORPS approach, reactive power 

shared by the inverters is such that their operating power factor remains the same. Fig. 8(c) 

shows reactive power sharing with PAPS-LSD. The UFs remain nearly equal (about 0.83) for 

t<1s. At t=1s, power extracted from array PV1 increases from 200kW to 300kWand that ofPV2 

decreases from 300kW to 100kW. It is observed from Fig. 8(b) that during t=1-2s, when active 

power P2 decreases, the apparent power supplied by inverter-2 also decreases, which results into 

only (28%) utilization of inverter-2. SD obtained through ORPS method is 0.1155 during t=0-1s 
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and 0.3191 for t=1-2s, which is significantly large compared to PAPS-LSD method (0.0064 

during t=0-1s and 0.0022 for t=1-2s).  

Case (ii) One of the PV sources is unable to deliver PV power 
 

This case considers extreme condition where one of the PV arrays is unable to generate 

active power. The reason may be some fault on the dc-dc converter connecting the PV array with 

the inverter or intended cut off of the dc-dc converters or array for maintenance or repair.  

 

 

 
Fig. 8  Power sharing for case (i): (a) Active power 
(b) -(c) Q with ERPS and PAPS-LSD, respectively 

Fig. 9 Power sharing for case (ii): (a) Active power 
(b)-(c) Q with ORPS and PAPS-LSD, respectively 

 
Active power generated by inverters 2 to 4 are 300kW, 350 kW and 400kW, respectively. At 

t=1s active power generated by inverter-3 also reduces to zero as shown in Fig. 9(a). As shown 

in Fig.9(c), for t<1s reactive power shared by inverter-1 is maximum (nearly 266 kVAR) with 

proposed method where as zero with ORPS method (Fig. 9(b)).For t=0-1s, SD is 0.0292 in 

PAPS, which is much less in comparison to 0.4476 obtained with ORPS. Similarly for t>1s, SD 

with ORPS and PAPS-LSD are 0.5901 and 0.098, respectively. 

5.2.5 Modification of EAPS-LSD and PAPS-LSD to minimize Losses 

Though EAPS-LSD and PAPS-LSD algorithms can give equal utilization of the inverters, 

they may not give the solution that result into the lowest losses. These algorithms can be 

modified to realize lower overall losses in the inverters by having a marginal compromise with 

the SD of UFs. The algorithm identifies the best possible option (sequence of allocation) that 

gives the least power loss for the system.The principle employed is explained here. 
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The current drawn (Ii) from the ith inverter(for the jth) permutation can be computed as 

represented by (25). 

V3
SI inew

i



 

 
(25) 

If R represents the on-state resistance of switches, internal resistance of coupling inductor, 

transformer etc, power lost (Piloss)and total power loss (Plosstotal)can be obtained by (26)-(27). 
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Rather than using (17) for identifying the best solution, (27) can be used to identify the 

solution that results into lower losses. 

5.3 Power sharing amongst DGs using modified droop control 

As mentioned in earlier sections, the active power of the PV based DGs depends on 

environmental conditions. As active power of PV varies, the available reactive power margin of 

the associated inverter varies. Hence, it is desirable to apply the dynamic nature to the droop 

associated with these sources so that they can adapt to the environmental conditions to share the 

active and reactive power optimally. In this respect, the modified droop-control strategy is 

proposed by introducing dynamic droop characteristic for PV sources. The dynamic active 

power droop sets the frequency reference to operate PV sources at their maximum power point 

where as reactive power droop is modified by using PAPS-LSD algorithm to share reactive 

power to kept equal utilization of inverters. The objectives are achieved using the primary 

control unit (PCU) and secondary control unit (SCU). The PCU incorporates droop control to set 

droop coefficient according to variation in PV output power. The reactive power sharing 

algorithm PAPS-LSD employed in SCU calculates reactive power references for each inverter. 

Low bandwidth communication link is required for data transfer between PCU and SCU. Even 

in case of the failure of the communication between the PCU and SCU, a reasonably good 

performance is ensured as the control shifts to the master-slave control having dynamic droop 

adjustment feature.  

5.3.1   System Configuration and Inverter Control 

The system configuration shown similar to Fig. 1is considered to evaluate the performance of 

the proposed modified droop control strategy when SS is open. The DG1 and DG2 are still the 

PV based DGs but (unlike Fig.1) the DG3 and DG4 are fed from reliable energy source like 

microturbines or fuel cell (and not from PV).The PV based DGs comprises of a PV array along 
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with a dc-dc converter, which is controlled to output maximum power using MPP tracking 

(MPPT) method. An auxiliary source represented by AS is required to satisfy power balance in 

islanded operation. Amongst four DGs, the DG3 and DG4 are operated with conventional P-ω 

droop control while DG1 and DG2 are controlled with modified P-ω droop control method for 

supplying the active power. 

Figure 10 shows in detail inverter control block diagram. The desired frequency (ωref) of the 

modified droop controller is obtained by adding a component Δω to the frequency ω obtained 

from the conventional droop characteristic.  

)PP)(
s

K
K(x)PP(m oMpp

i
porato    (28) 

Where ratPm   (29) 

where m is active power droop coefficient; ωo is the frequency corresponding to rated power Prat 

of the DG,PMPP is maximum power supplied by PV source.The PMPP information is obtained 

from the perturb and observe (P&O) MPPT algorithm implemented with the first-stage (dc-dc) 

converter.Kp and Ki are proportional and integral constants of PI controller. ω is the operating 

frequency when the DG supplies power Po. x is scaling factor which is used to scale ΔP as 

represented by (30), before it is processed by the PI controller.  

MPPPx   (30) 

ωref required for the voltage control loop, is then derived by (31) using Δω and ω. 

 ref  (31) 

 
            Fig.10 Inverter control block diagram 
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The reference reactive power (Q*) is obtained through PAPS-LSDwhich is executed by the 

SCU. In case the communication link between the PCUs and the SCU fails, the reactive power 

references are set by the master-slave control approach and Q* is calculated from locally 

available data using (34). 

22*
iiNi PSQ   

(32) 

The microgrid system of Fig.1operating in an islanded mode is simulated in 

MATLAB/Simulink. The system parameters considered for the simulation study are mentioned 

in Table IV while Table V shows the variation in the maximum power output of the PV arrays 

(PVi) due to the variation in the insolation level (ߙi). 

TABLE IV 
RATINGS AND PARAMETERS FOR THE SYSTEM OF FIG.1 

TABLE V 
PV INSOLATION VARIATIONS 

kVA rating  of PV inverter-1  (S1) 250 kVA 
kVA rating  of PV inverter-2 (S2) 250kVA 

kVA rating  of inverter-3  ( S3) 375kVA 
kVA rating  of inverter-4  ( S4) 565 kVA 
Nominal power rating of AS 1000kVA 

m1,m2,m3,m4 (Hz/kW) -2.5e-6,-2.5e-6, 
-1.66e-6,-1.11e-6 

n1,n2,n3,n4 (V/kVAR) -1e-4,-1e-4, 
-6.66e-5,-4.44e-5 

Line to neutral o/p voltage (rms) 415 V 
Grid’s  nominal frequency f(Hz) 50 

Frequency range (Hz) 50.2-49.7 
 

t(s)   α1 
 

PMPP 
(kW) 

α2 
 

PMPP 
(kW) 

0-1 1.0 200 1.0 200 
1-2 0.5 100 1.0 200 
2-3 0.5 100 0.3 60 

α1, α2Insolation  in kW/m2, 
 

Figure 11 shows results obtained with the conventional droop control method. The four DGs 

controlled using the droop control operates simultaneously to meet the demand of the 1000kVA, 

0.8pf (lag) load (i.e. 800kW, 600kVAR). It is observed from Fig. 11(a), that the active power 

supplied by the four DGs is in proportion to their ratings (250: 250: 375: 565). Thus, during t=0-

1s, active power supplied by the two PV sources is 140kW (against capacity of 200kW) while 

that of the inverters 3 and 4 are 215W and 312kW, respectively.  

At t=1s as the insolation on the PV1 decreases to 0.5kW/m2, it can now supply only 100kW. 

As the droops of all the DGs are fixed in the conventional droop control, the new equilibrium 

point is achieved by increasing the frequency as observed in Fig.11(c). The reduction in the 

insolation from 1kW/m2 to 0.3kW/m2 on the PV2, further increases the frequency, thereby 

causing all other sources to decrease their output. This in turn forces the auxiliary source (AS) to 

generate more power to maintain the power balance. The change in the insolation does not affect 

the reactive power sharing as observed from Fig. 11(b). As observed from Fig. 11, the PV arrays 

are not effectively utilized with conventional/fixed droop approach. 
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Fig. 11 Conventional droop control Fig. 12 Proposed droop control  
 

Fig. 12 shows the simulation results with the modified P-ω control strategy. It is observed 

from Fig. 12(a) that during t=0-1s, active power delivered by both PV sources is 200kW, which 

is power obtained from MPPT. It is observed from Fig.12(c) that the addition of Δω, changes the 

operating frequency to 49.95 Hz. During t=1-2s, Δω causes the P-ω characteristic of inverter-1 

to change such that the operating frequency decreases. This also forces the inverters 3 and 4 to 

operate at lower frequency, thereby increasing their output power. Similarly at t=2, PV1 and PV2 

operate at their maximum power of 100kW and 60kW. The remaining active power (640kW) is 

matched by the DG3 and DG4 in proportion to their rating. Fig. 12(b) shows reactive power 

sharing obtained using proportional apparent power sharing (PAPS) algorithm to achieve equal 

UFs of inverters. During t=0-1s, when both the PV based inverters of 250kVA capacity are 

supplying 200kW, the reactive power supplied by them is very less. However, at t=1-2s reactive 

power supplied through inverter-1 is increased. This in turn reduces the reactive power supplied 

through inverters 3 and 4 

Thus, the proposed control strategy modifies the P-ω characteristics by quickly adjusting the 

frequency reference for the PV based DGs such that the decrease in their output power is quickly 

compensated by the increase in the output power of other DGs. It is observed that the operating 

frequency is strictly maintained within the predefined limits of 49.7Hz-50.2Hz. The PAPS 

algorithm used for assigning the reference reactive power to the Q-V droop forces the inverter 

carrying more active power to supply lesser reactive power and vice-versa. It helps in preventing 

overloading of any inverters.  
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5.4 Modified droop control to minimize error in reactive power sharing 

The accuracy of power sharing using conventional droop control approach is highly dependent 

on the value of line impedance, R/X i.e. resistance to reactance ratio of the line, voltage setting 

of inverters etc. The conventional droop is developed by assuming highly inductive equivalent 

impedance between grid and VSC. This assumption does not hold true with medium 

transmission line as line resistance cannot be ignored. The line resistance results into coupling 

effect between active and reactive power causing finally error in sharing of reactive power. To 

have the accurate power sharing, the per-unit output impedances of all inverters operated in 

parallel should be equal otherwise themismatch in line impedances results into error in reactive 

power sharing. The mismatch in feeder impedance can cause circulating current flow amongst 

the inverters leading to higher losses. 

Fig.13 advocates the control scheme that overcomes this limitation and exhibits superior 

response under transient conditions. It is based on the combination of (i) introduction of virtual 

impedance in series with the line and (ii) the droop with an arctan function characteristic. The 

virtual impedance adjusts the drop to adjust the voltage such that the error in the reactive power 

sharing is minimized. This method provides good transient behavior in accurate reactive power 

sharing. The transient behavior is further improved due to the addition of arctan function. The 

arctan droop control removes the constant frequency droop slope and replaces it with an arctan 

algorithm. The arctan function based droop represented by (33) allows variance in both gradient 

and concavity of the power profile. 

  i0i
p

0 PParctan
a

ff  


 (33) 

where f is the operating frequency of the inverter, f0is the frequency set point, ap is the arctan 

bounding multiplier, and ρ is the arctan droop coefficient. 

 
 

Fig.13 Modified droop control scheme 

The arctan function ensures the operating frequency of MG within preset bounds. As 

the gradient of modified droop (based on arctan function) near the extremes/limit of the 
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range is low, the rate of change of frequency and its overshoot are less than that in case of 

conventional droop control. The results with the control scheme of Fig. 14 confirm that 

the proposed approach performs accurately even when the output per-unit impedance does 

not match.  More details and results are included in the thesis. 

6. Achievements with respect to objectives 

The research work has led to the development of new reactive power management algorithms for 

the PV based DGs. The achievements from this work are summarized below 

 The EAPS algorithm shares reactive power amongst the inverter of identical ratings to 

have equal utilization of all PV inverter. Compared to conventional methods like ERPS 

and ORPS, it shows superior performance. Publication[1-2] 

 The feature of evaluating the permutations corresponding to different sequence of 

allocation of reactive powers improves the performance of EAPS. Hence, EAPS-LSD 

further reduces the mismatch in UFs compared to EAPS approach. [Publication 3] 

 The PAPS-LSD algorithm for reactive power sharing amongst inverters of unequal 

ratings is proposed. It obtains nearly equal utilization of inverters with the least standard 

deviation in UF for the DGs/inverters of unequal ratings.[Publication 4] 

 PAPS-LSD algorithm is combined with the droop-control principle to offer a modified 

droop control method. The dynamic nature of both P-ω and Q-V droops not only help to 

keep the energy drawn from the auxiliary source to the minimum but also helps in 

operating the inverters with nearly equal utilization factors.[Publication 5] 

 PAPS-LSD  algorithm is modified further to search for the solution that gives the least 

losses in the inverters with a good degree of accuracy of reactive power sharing (nearly 

equal UFs) amongst the inverters.[Publication 6] 

 The control method incorporating the feature of both virtual impedance and arc-tan 

function is presented to improve the performance in terms of minimizing the effect of 

mismatch in line impedance. [Publication 7] 

7. Conclusion 

This research presents reactive power sharing algorithms working on principles of equal 

(EAPS-LSD) and proportional (PAPS-LSD) apparent power sharing to achieve equal utilization 

of the inverters. The PAPS algorithm, irrespective of the different nominal rating of the inverters 

and the active power generated by the PV arrays, shares reactive power amongst the PV 

inverters in such a manner that results into equal utilization of all inverters thereby avoiding 

overloading or under-utilization of any inverter. The algorithm when combined with droop 
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control principle yields superior performance in terms of both the active and reactive power 

sharing. The conventional droop control does not take into account the variation in the output of 

the PV based DGs and hence leads to ineffective utilization of PV sources as well as other DGs. 

The modified droop control strategy employing PAPS provides adaptive nature to the Q-V while 

the adaptive nature to P-ω characteristics is realized by adding frequency error that is related to 

variations in irradiance. As a result the frequency reference for the PV based DGs is adjusted 

such that the decrease in their output power is quickly compensated by the increase in the output 

power of other DGs. The proposed PAPS algorithm along with the modified droop control 

ensures better reactive power sharing leading to effective utilization of inverters, minimum 

energy storage requirement and good response. The insertion of virtual impedance and the arctan 

function in the droop control further improves the performance by minimizing the error in 

reactive power sharing caused due to impedance mis-match. 
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